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HISTORY

FOUNDING OF THE CHURCH AND ORDER
The history of the Order of the Lady of Paladins, often

referred to simply as the “Order,” is intertwined with the
history of the Larani Church.  The Larani Church first ar-
rived on Harn in 100TR and was unified with other
branches under the leadership of the first pontiff, Saint
Perelyne (227-243), in 227.  In 251 the second pontiff,
Saint Janasyn (243-259), issued the Guardian Decree that
established the Laranian Temple Warriors.  The Laranian
Clerical Order, the Spear of Shattered Sorrow, was
founded in 465 to provide missionaries to “spread the
faith” to the people of Harn.  In 559 the Guardian Decree
was amended to allow the creation of the Fighting Or-
ders. [Gods of Harn, Larani 4]

The Order of the Lady of Paladins is the fighting-order
sponsored by the clerical Order of the Spear of Shattered
Sorrow.  Its original patron was King Poleryn of Melderyn
who founded the order on 17 Larane 575, partly in re-
sponse to the bloody turmoil that was then occurring in
western Harn.  The Order holds the keeps of Cundras and
Fusumo in the same kingdom.  For the last twenty years
the order has been acting with more and more autonomy,
and not always in the ideal spirit of the faith.  Knights of
the Order are currently engaged in the subjugation of the
Solora and crusading patrols are often found in the
tribesmen’s range.  There have been disturbing reports of
the Order’s activities against the Solori tribesmen and this
is a matter of concern to both the Harnic primate, and the
pontiff, but to date no effective action has been taken
against the order. [Gods of Harn, Larani 8]

ROLE OF THE ORDER

Most Fighting Orders are dedicated to some higher
purpose.  The Order of the Lady of Paladins was formed
as “the sword and shield” of the Laranian Church, sworn
to protect her clerics and her followers in Harn (this was
amended to just Eastern Harn in 622TR).  In keeping with
this mission, the Order is split into three components:
Manor Chapters, defenders of Larani’s body (lands),
Shield Chapters, defenders of Larani’s voice (priests) and
Sword Chapters, champions of Larani’s honor.

SYMBOLISM

The numbers three and ten hold special significance
for the Order.  The number three represents the arms and
armor of Larani: Angcaradina (her blood-red mail), Hyvrik
(her checkered shield) and Avarkiel (the sword that strikes
true).

The number ten represents the original number of the
Knights of Tirith who stood beside Ambrathas at the bat-
tle of Alamire.

The number three’s most obvious appearances are in
types of Chapter Houses and the number of holy books.
There are three types of Chapter Houses, the Manor,
Shield and Sword.  There are three holy books, the Rule,
the History and the Parables.  Less obvious is the division
of Melana ranks into the three groupings of novice,
brother and master.

The number ten appears in two facets of the Order,
the number of members of a squadron and number of
rank levels.  The ideal squadron of knights has ten mem-
bers, like the Knights of Tirith at the battle of Alamire.
The Order has ten ranks divided into three groups.  Of
note, the titles of Reblena and Chabla are not shown as
ranks, as they are appointments that may be held at any
rank above novice.

BATTLES OF THE KALDOR ORDER

The Order has fought many battles in its history, but a
few are significant enough to be retold year after year.
The early years of the Order (588 – 669) were spent pro-
tecting the church and building up the Order’s estates
and there were few men and even fewer resources to go
off on great crusades.  Of late, the Order’s greatest battles
occurred during the reign of King Torastra.

When the King declared war on the Thardic League,
the Reblena of Whyce, with the blessing of the Serekela,
threw his full support behind the war.  Sword Chapters
came from across the kingdom to Tashal where, with
great fanfare, they marched out to fight the Thardic Le-
gions.  The campaign was ill conceived from the begin-
ning.  The King undertook the long westward march with
indecent haste, not even waiting for the arrival of large
numbers of troops from Minarsas and Gardiren.  Nor was
much thought was given for the logistical requirements of
a foreign campaign and the troops were soon short of
food.  After a long march down the Salt Route, the Kal-
dorian army was spread out and tired.  The King, in the
van (front), led his followers straight into Chelna Gap and
a clever ambush laid by Autarch Aglir. [Harnview pg. 44]

Torastra and his Marshals desperately tried to form the
knights into one great mass for a charge, but instead
Earls and Barons led their own men against the disci-
plined Legions in small groups.  Only a few dozen
knights, the Royal Guard and the Sword Chapters obeyed
his commands.  After the rest of the knights were de-
stroyed or dispersed, the Autarch turned his Legions on
the King.  Outnumbered and facing annihilation, the King
had no choice but to retreat.
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When the retreat started to turn into a rout, he looked
to the Order to provide the rear guard.  Without a second
thought, the Reblena, Sir Aerea of Nynte, took his five
Sword Chapters and turned to face the entire Thardic
army.  The fight was ferocious.  No quarter was asked for
or given.  In seven glorious hours, the Swords withstood
four charges.  At the end, over sixty Melana and five com-
panies of Meken had perished.  The three Erken who sur-
vived were sent as messengers with Aerea’s final words, “I
have died so that my King may live.  Glory to Larani.”
The King rallied his knights and withdrew back to Tashal.

During the winter, the Order selected a new Reblena,
Mero of Chesel.  He rallied the Order and called upon
every last Melana to join him in avenging the deaths of
Aerea and the other martyrs.  In the spring, great cara-
vans of Melana, Meken and supplies converged on
Whyce.  At the same time, the King had called on the
fresh levies from Minarsas and Gardiren to rebuild his
shattered army.  A new marshal, the Earl of Balim, care-
fully organized the army with large stocks of food, proper
weapons and loyal commanders.  The Great Levy, as it
was called, marched back down the Salt Route the fol-
lowing summer (673).  This time it was the Kaldorian

army that had the element of surprise.  The Order was
given special prominence by the King and granted the
prestigious position of holding the right flank.  When the
Legion started to crumble, the King signaled and the full
weight of Order, ninety Melana and seven companies of
Meken (virtually every member of the Order who could
walk), attacked as one.  Red and white checkered pen-
nants flying, the knights, led by Mero of Chesel, cut their
way in a great wedge to the heart of the Legion, slaying
the commander and seizing their standard.  It was a great
victory, but it cost the Order dearly.  In addition to the
previous summer’s losses, another fourteen Melana and
two company of Meken fell to the legion’s spears or were
so badly wounded they had to retire.

Just two years later, the King again went to war, this
time with Chybisa.  From a total strength of 150 Melana
prior to the Salt War, the Order now had only 65 brothers
remaining.  An additional twenty new Baulana were in
training but still lacked the experience of the knights the
Order had lost.  But, true to their oaths, the Order pulled
together three Sword Chapters to send with the King.
Bolstered by these hardened veterans of the Salt War, the
King easily defeated the Chybisan army.
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Fortunately, the Order suffered few casualties, but
found little glory in slaughtering inexperienced Chybisans.
[Harnview pg. 44]

Pulling forth the memory of the sacrifice of the Order
at Chelna Gap, the King blessed the church and espe-
cially the Order with numerous new fiefs.  The tales of
honor and valor drew many new recruits and the Order
slowly rebuilt itself.  When King Torastra set out on his
final campaign against the Eastern Kath fourteen years
later in 689, the Order had completely recovered and was
stronger than ever.

Mindful of the lessons of the Salt War, the King again
called upon his loyal servant, the Earl of Balim, to be his
Marshal.  With the assistance of the now retired Mero of
Chesel, the Marshal assembled a formidable army.  When
it marched out of Tashal, it was the Royal Guard in the
van and the Order as rear guard.  Even today, people joke
that while the Royal Guard guards the King’s chest, it is
the Order of the Lady of Paladins that watches his rear.

The lightly armed Kath were no match for the powerful
Kaldorian army.  In a glorious battle, the knights broke
the massed tribes of the Eastern Kath, dispersing their
forces and ending the threat to western Kaldor.  Unfortu-
nately, the stealthy tribesmen could not be easily de-
stroyed and once dispersed proved difficult to engage.
After fruitless weeks of chasing shadows, the army re-
turned to Tashal and held a great victory parade.

King Miginath’s rule has been quiet.  Never a healthy
man, he has been content to stay within the kingdom’s
borders.  This has irked some of the fierier Melana who
dream of the glory of a Great War. There have been many
large skirmishes since the demise of Torastra but nothing
can compare to the campaigns the former king was in
charge of. In 704, ten leagues from Naniom Bridge, three
Sword Chapters attacked and destroyed a large swarm of
gargun who threatened to cut off the Silver Way.  Each
summer, the Sword Chapters join the feudal levy in rein-
forcing the Chelmarch and Oselmarch Armies to fight the
Kath and Pagaelin.  Many pitched battles have been
fought, but while dangerous, these are not the sort of
battles that create legends like Aerea of Nynte and Mero
of Chesel.  Some Melana have volunteered to fight in the
Solori Crusade or have left the Chapter Houses to travel
as Erana in search of glory, but this is not enough for all.
Although respected, many Melana watch the King’s health
and dreams of the glory of fighting for a more warlike
monarch.  Whatever happens when Miginath passes
away, the Order will surely be involved.

THE THREE BOOKS

Three books dominate the religious life of the Order:
the Rule, the History and the Parables.  The first Chabla of
the Order wrote the Rule.  It contains the rules a Melana
must live by, including vows to uphold all of the knightly
virtues of truth and justice, honor, piety, bravery, compas-
sion, duty, generosity, loyalty and courtly love. Each of
virtues is expanded upon at great length.  It also goes into
detail as to how a Chapter House should be organized,
how Melana and Meken should fight and how the Order
should relate to other clerical orders and people. The
second book covers the order’s history and includes de-
tails of the growth of the order, victories, defeats, heroes
and leaders.  The final book is considered by many the
most important, the Book of Parables.  This book con-
tains the stories of the Order’s most important Saints.  It
includes the stories of many of the Knights of Tirith and
most importantly, the stories of Saint Fardir of Tenil and
Saint Ambrathas of Alamire.  During each meal, a section
of one of these three books will be read aloud by one of
the junior Melana.  Since the Order is dedicated to fight-
ing and not scholarly pursuits, these three books are
probably the only written works in a Chapter House aside
from the administrative records held by the Reblena.

There is one other important book in Order.  It is the
Great Record.  As each Melana completes the Seasoning
as a Baulana, he faces the Affirmation.  If successful, he is
made a Remlana, or brother.  On that day his name is
entered in the Great Record.  Three lines are left after
each name.  During his lifetime, each Melana must keep a
record of his accomplishments.  Upon his death, the
Soylana Assembly reviews the record and chooses his
three greatest accomplishments to be entered in the
Great Record forever.  Since the founding of the Kaldor
branch of the Order in 593, almost 900 Remlana and
1200 Rilana have been knighted in Whyce.  The Great
Record takes up twenty-two volumes.  It is one of the Or-
der’s most holy possessions.  Because of the importance
of the Great Record, two complete copies have been
made.  One is held at the Order’s headquarters in Cun-
dras and the other is held in the Enclave of the Holy Oak,
the residence of Kaldor’s chief herald.

The fact that the Kaldor Branch has its own separate
Great Record and the Reblena of Whyce knights Baulana
and affirms Remlana, is a source of great pride and con-
troversy.  Originally, this right was granted for purely
practical reasons, the great distance between Kaldor and
Melderyn made it impractical to send new recruits to
Cundras for two ceremonies.  The supporters of a split
from Melderyn view it differently, they see it as recognition
of equal status between Melderyn and Kaldor, and further
justification for separating the two Branches.
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THE SAINTS OF THE ORDER
Larani has numerous servants, but some are more

important than others; her high servants such as Mendiz
and Valamin, are powerful demigods in their own right.
Below the high servants are the saints.  Some, such as
Fardir and Ambrathas, have been of such service they
have been raised above the others as high saints.  There
is usually only one high saint per order.  The other saints
are mortals who have been of such service to Larani, she
has called them to serve her on a higher plane.  These
saints are true heroes and have been granted the powers
of demigods.  Since they were once mortal they more fre-
quently interfere with the lives of other mortals.  People
often invoke the saints as intermediaries with Larani.

HIGH SAINTS

FARDIR OF TENIL, Saint.  High Saint of “The Or-
der of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow.” Fardir was a pi-
ous priest and a knight of great prowess who led the early
missionary work for the Church of Larani on Harn.  Fardir
was blessed with a spear named Protector, engraved with
holy runes on its silver head and shaft.  Protector had
powers to heal and powers to slay.  As he fought the Agri-
kans, his love for battle grew and the mercy in his soul
diminished.  In a final battle with Agrikan knights, Pro-
tector was split in two by a knight with Fardir’s own face.
In his love for battle he had become the enemy.  Realizing
his sin, Fardir took the head of Protector and walked away
in silence.  The shaft was given to the clerical order that
adopted the name “The Order of the Spear of Shattered
Sorrow.”  His tale is noted in Common Knowledge.  Far-
dir is still revered as the Master of the Spear.

AMBRATHAS OF ALAMIRE, Saint.  High Saint of
“The Order of the Lady of Paladins.” Ambrathas came
upon a maiden beset by a dozen brigands.  He challenged
them and was victorious.  He and the maiden were then
attacked seven more times, each time by more fearsome
foes.  Each time, Ambrathas was steadfast though sorely
wounded.  The maiden transformed into Larani and
mapped out his future as her champion.  After recovering
from his wounds he was tasked with capturing a brooding
dark fortress.  For this task, Larani sent him the Knights
of Tirith, valiant warriors all. They challenged the occu-
pants and slew them though they were outnumbered five
to one.  The Knights of Tirith departed and Ambrathas
remained to establish the Order of the Lady of Paladins.
After twenty years, the Knights returned and stood with
Ambrathas in a final battle where all were slain.  Ambra-
thas is credited with being Larani’s greatest mortal cham-
pion.  He is sometimes known as Saint Ambrathas the
Chivalrous, the Patron Saint of Champions, and is also
the Master of the Broadsword. [Larani 1]

THE SAINTED KNIGHTS OF TIRITH

The Knights of Tirith are Larani’s royal guard and her
special emissaries.  They are named after a band of val-
iant warriors who stood with Ambrathas in his final battle.
The group is an Order comprised of demigods and for-
mer mortals.  Their number is small, perhaps a few
dozen, but is gradually increasing.  While few in number
they are fearsome in their power. [Gods of Harn, Larani 2]
These heroes represent the pinnacle of chivalrous knight-
hood and Laranian ideals. Each is associated with a par-
ticular group and can be identified by their weapon of
choice.  Some of the most famous members are listed
below:

ORTHAS THE DEFENDER, Saint.  The Knight
Commander of the Knights of Tirith is named Orthas.
His mortal life ended when he was slain defending a
maiden from a demon of Agrik, only the last act of a no-
ble life.  Orthas is often called Larani’s most faithful ser-
vant; he will obey any order immediately.  [Harnic Dic-
tionary, pg 124]  He is the Patron Saint of Reblenas and is
also the Master of the Lance.  Members of the Order see
him as the ideal of a leader and he is popular with high-
ranking honorary members of the Order.

CHELRIK THE JUST, Saint.  Chelrik was known as a
just, true and fair lord.  His justice was never arbitrary and
his memory for verbal agreements was legendary.  He is
sometimes known as the Thinker and is popular with
more educated and literate knights.  His mortal life ended
defending an innocent man from a vengeful mob.  He is
often called upon to advise Larani on matters of law and
justice.  He is the Patron Saint of Assizes, Jurors and
Oaths and is the Master of the Warhammer, which he of-
ten uses as a gavel.

DASORN THE HONORABLE, Saint.  Dasorn trav-
eled far and wide across Kethira, perhaps more than any
man before or since.  Once while exploring old Khuzan
tunnel complex he was set upon by a fire salamander.  He
called on Larani to save him and seeing the purity of his
heart she complied.  In thanks, he dedicated his life to her
service.  True to his word, he died in combat protecting
an isolated abbey from gargun after having visiting every
one of Larani’s major shrines.   He is the Patron Saint of
Erana and Pilgrims, and is the Master of a great two-
handed Battlesword named Levarkila.  He is most popular
to those knights with wanderlust.

RESAMA THE PIOUS, Saint.  Resama was an only
son and as heir became a knight out of a sense of duty to
his father. However his greatest desire was to become a
priest and he spent his life in contemplation and prayer.
Resama was always the reluctant warrior and would only
fight for just causes.
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He was careful to declare his intentions and spent
many hours in prayer, confession and penance for the
lives of those he was forced to kill.  He died on the steps
of a Larani church defending the entrance against a horde
of Morgathian undead sent to despoil it.  His sacrifice al-
lowed the escape of four priests who were rumored as the
remnants of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow.  He is the
Patron Saint of Chaplains and the Master of the Mace.
Those in great need often called upon him to intervene
with Larani on their behalf.

CERMALD THE BRAVE, Saint.  Cermald was born
into a poor yeoman family.  He became the loyal man-at-
arms of his lord and followed him to war.  While travelling
through the forest they were ambushed by sveral blood-
thirsty brigands.  His lord was struck by a bolt from a
coward’s crossbow and fell dead to the ground.  The
other men and even the lord’s squire fled, but Cermald
stood his ground over the body.  Armed only with a staff,
he defeated seven rogues single-handedly.  Just as the
last man fell, an Earl happened upon the glade with his
entire company.  Cermald dropped to his knees before
the Earl who was so impressed with the lad that he
knighted him on the spot and made him his personal
bodyguard.  He died twelve years later in a similar inci-
dent, standing over the body of his new master. An Or-
baalese Valhakar slew him after Cermald had defeated
four Huscarls during a raid.  He is the Patron Saint of
Yeomen and Meken and the Master of the Staff.  He is the
considered the saint of common born people.

BRANIK THE COMPASSIONATE, Saint.  Branik was
the lord of a small country manor.  During a great plague,
his family pleaded with him to flee, but he stayed, refusing
to abandon his people.  He traveled among them, bring-
ing aid and comfort to the children, elderly and sick.  The
plague never touched him, but it took his family and his
two sons.  Heartbroken, he took the children of the
plague victims into his manor as his own.  Although many
died of plague, none died for want of food or comfort in
Branik’s land.  When word of his compassion spread,
many old, wounded or crippled soldiers came to him for
assistance.  He welcomed them with open arms and
many recovered to become loyal subjects.  Branik died in
his bed at an old age.  He is the Patron Saint of Wounded
Soldiers and the Master of the Shield.  Priests often invoke
his name when asking for healing.

CHIDIS THE DUTIFUL, Saint.  Chidis was the eldest
bastard son of an ancient king.  Barred from inheritance
by birth, he was acknowledged by his father and rose to
prominence as his emissary at parlays and truces.  In
combat he bore the King’s personal standard.  In a terri-
ble battle, his father was slain and only Chidis and a few
loyal knights remained to guard the standard.

When word reached him that his younger (legitimate)
brother was hard pressed by Agrikan knights he led the
remaining knights on a charge through the thick of the
fighting.  He died with eight Agrikan knights dead at his
feet, as he knelt at the foot of his younger brother declar-
ing him King.  He bears the standard of the Knights of
Tirith and is the Patron Saint of Truces, Parlays and Stan-
dard Bearers and the Master of the Poleax.  He is popular
with younger sons and bastards.

ASODAN THE GENEROUS, Saint.  Asodan was a
powerful lord.  After a successful attack on an enemy cas-
tle, he captured the wives and children of most of the
knights opposing him.  His followers urged him to kill the
prisoners and end the war.  Asodan walked through the
group of prisoners and stopped at a young boy.  He told
his followers that a true knight is generous in victory and
never makes war on the helpless.  He freed the prisoners
and sent them back to their fathers and brothers with an
offer of peace.  The father of the young boy was so
moved that he surrendered and offered his own life as
thanks.  Asodan insisted that they meet in single combat.
In victory, Asodan again stayed his hand and granted the
man his life in return for service.  That knight and his son
became his most loyal supporters, and when Asodan died
fighting barbarians, they were the last two knights left
fighting at his side.  He is the Patron Saint of Hostages
and the Master of the Battle-Axe.  He is very popular after
an unsuccessful tournament.

The High Chapel in Whyce is dedicated to Saint Aso-
dan the Generous and has a reliquary with his bones on
its altar.  The history of the Order claims that one of the
founding Melana of the Kaldor Branch was visited in a
dream by Mendiz and told to bring the bones to Whyce,
though from where is lost in history and legends.  There
are rumors that his Battle-Axe is also kept in their treasury
and that it is used in secret ceremonies.  No Melana (even
those who have been ex-communicated) have ever bro-
ken their vows and revealed whether this is true.

RANUNTH THE LOYAL, Saint.  Ranunth came from
the lowest level of the nobility.  A younger son, he had no
hope of inheritance.  He took service with a great Lord as
his huntsman.  Over time, he proved his loyalty and trust-
worthiness.  He gradually rose through the ranks to be-
come constable of his Lord’s castle.  While the lord was
away his political enemies besieged the castle.  Day after
day the attacks came.  Ranunth personally lead the de-
fense repelling them all.  Finally after four months, when
the food was exhausted and all hope was gone, the at-
tackers summoned Ranunth to a parlay.  In secret they
offered him a chest of silver and rich estates to surrender
the castle.
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Three times Ranunth refused the offer.  The next
morning Ranunth awoke to see the attackers in flight
from his Lord’s armies, finally returned from the wars.
For his loyalty, Ranunth was made a Baron and handed
many fiefs.  He died at an old age, with many sons, as a
rich and powerful lord.  He is the Patron Saint of Consta-
bles, Wardens, Sheriffs, Bailiffs and Stewards and the
Master of the Ball and Chain.

LYNHIL THE PURE, Saint.  When Lynhil was a young
man he met the royal princess at a grand feast and fell
madly in love with her.  A simple knight, Lynhil had no
hope of ever marrying her.  He wrote her love notes and
poems but never signed them.  He worshipped her from
afar and even managed to be assigned as her bodyguard.
When she was married to a foreign king, he went with her.
But her husband ignored her and she could not speak the
local language.  Lynhil soon became her only friend and
confidant. Everyday he spent with her was torture, but he
stayed chaste and pure.  A cruel, calculating man, her
husband sent her to a dangerous meeting with his arch-
enemy, a cruel and ruthless Agrikan.  It was a trap.  Lynhil
died protecting the queen, taking three arrows before one
pierced his body and struck her.  They died in each
other’s arms without ever even sharing a kiss.  He is the
Patron Saint of Courtly Love and Master of the Bastard
sword.  He is popular with young lovers.

RELATIONSHIPS

THE SPEAR OF SHATTERED SORROW

In Kaldor, the highest Laranian spiritual authority is the
Serekela (Archbishop), who is answerable to the Primate
of Harn and the Pontiff.  The Pontiff, on the recommen-
dation of the Primate and the King of Kaldor, appoints the
Kaldoric Archbishop. The Archbishop appoints local bish-
ops and sets regional policy.

Bishops are responsible for the affairs of the church
within their diocese, and are answerable to the Arch-
bishop. The Archbishop does not personally administer a
diocese, although the estates controlled by his office are
considered to be independent of the bishoprics they lie
within.  The four bishoprics (Nurez, Serelind, Kephrus and
Pagostra) have borders that are roughly equivalent to the
four kingdoms that predated Kaldor.

Most Laranians in eastern Harn are associated with the
clerical order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow or its
fighting order of the Lady of Paladins.  But in Kaldor, as in
most other regions, such orders lie somewhat outside the
mainstream of the Laranian spiritual bureaucracy and are
subject to its authority.

This is particularly true in Kaldor since the headquar-
ters of both orders are in Melderyn. [Kaldor 9]

CHAPLAINS

Every Chapter House of the Order has a chapel dedi-
cated to Larani and almost all have at least one Chaplain.
Chaplains are Matakea (temple priests) of the Order of the
Spear of Shattered Sorrow assigned to watch over the
spiritual needs of their sponsored Order, the Lady of
Paladins.

The position of Chaplain is popular with young, fiery
priests.  These firebrands can often be seen marching
with the Meken or riding with the Melana on a hunt or
campaign.  Uniquely within the Order, the Chaplain is
able to transcend the boundaries of rank and birth.  It is
just as common to see the Chaplain taking a meal and
enjoying a raucous song with the Meken as it is to see
him dressed in fine robes discussing politics with the
Reblena.  As a result of this active lifestyle almost all
Chaplains are men.  Those women chosen as Chaplains
usually have some special qualification (finance, litigation,
heraldry etc) which is required for a specific position.

Unfortunately, the close association with the Order of
the Lady of Paladins is not always good for a Matakea’s
chances for promotion within the Order of the Spear of
Shattered Sorrow.  Ambitious Chaplains rarely rise above
the rank of Menoran (Master of the Fighting Order) be-
cause their more contemplative religious brethren view
them as too concerned with earthly matters (and a bit fa-
natical).  In Kaldor, only one former Chaplain, Verda
Emerel the Rekela of Brynd, has risen to high office and
he is an elderly man in failing health.  Fortunately, there is
an excellent relationship between the Reblena of Whyce,
Houla of Artona, and the Serekela, Edine Kynn.  Edine
has strongly supported the Order with funding and politi-
cal influence.

LADY OF PALADINS IN MELDERYN

Founded in 575, the Order of the Lady of Paladins was
originally responsible for all of the Hârnic Isles.  Since
622, when the Order of the Checkered Shield was
founded, the Order has restricted it operations to Eastern
Harn most notably Kaldor and Melderyn.

The Order of the Lady of Paladins is spread over a
large geographical area.  The Paternal Branch of the Or-
der is concentrated in Melderyn.  The Order’s two keeps
are located in Melderyn, with the Chabla maintaining his
residence at Cundras.  The Cadet Branch of the Order is
located in Kaldor with the Senior Reblena maintaining his
residence at Whyce.
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The Kaldor Branch of the Order began with just ten
knights.  In 588, the knights were sent to escort a group
of Larani priests who had been invited by the newly
crowned King Iemald to preach to his people.  The Larani
church pleased the King, and he granted them several
estates in near Tashal, including a large estate at Whyce.
The Order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow then granted
the manor to the Order of the Lady of Paladins as a
Chapter House in 593.  The Order weathered the civil war
from 599-603 and under the patronage of successive
Kings and Queens has grown to its present size.

Melderyn is still respected as the Paternal Branch of
the Order, but the growing power of the Kaldor branch,
the distance from Cundras and the tension between Kal-
dor and Melderyn, have strained the relationship.  During
the wars between Kaldor and Chybisa, Melana of the Or-
der fought on both sides, resulting in a few unfortunate
incidents and many hard feelings.  Over the last twenty
years relations have slowly got worse.  The position of
Reblena of Whyce has grown in influence and is equal to
the Chabla in all but name.

Some knights within the Kaldor Branch have proposed
during closed sessions of the Soylana Assembly an ami-
cable separation of the Order into two separate but allied
Orders, similar to the situation with the Order of the
Checkered Shield.  The current Solori crusade crisis may
be the catalyst for a break between the two branches of
the Lady of Paladins.

THE CHECKERED SHIELD

King Andasin I of Kanday founded the Order of the
Checkered Shield in 622.  Its primary role was to guard
the northern border of the kingdom.  This was largely in
response to the great difficulties the Order of the Lady of
Paladins suffered in trying to fight a war hundreds of
leagues from its headquarters in Cundras.  The two or-
ders still maintain good relations as separate but equal
followers of Larani.  Knights of the Order of the Check-
ered Shield are acknowledged as Melana and granted the
right to use the Chapter Houses of the Order like any
other ranked member.

THE SOLORI CRUSADE

The Solori Crusade by the Order of the Lady of Pala-
dins in Melderyn has been of great concern to the Kaldor
Branch.  A great deal of debate has occurred as to the
wisdom and necessity of this “crusade.”

Although Laranian priests have been doing missionary
work to the Solori since 654, when the Order was granted
the keeps of Cundras and Fosumo, the crusade really be-
gan in 713.  That year, a group of Laranian missionaries
were killed in a grisly and barbarous fashion. The crusade

became increasingly brutal after the ambush and massa-
cre of a group of knights in 717. [Solori 4]

A typical Solori hunter and warrior…

The Order’s headquarters in Cundras has sent re-
peated requests for Melana, Meken and money to its Kal-
dor Branch.  Each request has been more strongly
worded than the last.  These requests have been the sub-
ject of extensive debate among the members of the
Soylana Assembly.  To date, the Assembly has been un-
willing to openly defy the Chabla, but equally unwilling to
throw their support behind the crusade.  They have
therefore chosen to plead a lack of resources, due to their
own barbarian and gargun problems, and send a small
Kaldorian contingent made up of volunteers, mostly ex-
cessively zealous Turlana and naive young Baulana.  A
Company of Meken, mostly made up of troublemakers
and agitators, supports this group.

The Chabla has been very unhappy with the weak
support from Kaldor.  Unfortunately, the Senior Reblena
(Houla of Artona) has good relations with the Serekela
(Edine Kynn), the King and powerful nobles such as Earl
of Balim, and is otherwise a competent and effective re-
gional commander.  This, when combined with the
backing of the Kaldor Soylana Assembly, makes it very
difficult for the Chabla to remove him.

The Soylana Assembly is composed of all active
Soylana and is lead by the High Council of the five Sword
Chapter Reblena. Candidates for Sword Chapter Reblena
must be strong leaders, morally pure, and highly skilled
Masters.
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Within the Soylana Assembly, the Reblena of Whyce
has seven votes, the Reblena of the other Sword chapter
houses have two each and each of the 20 Manor Reblena
has one vote, for a total of 35.

The Solori Crusade controversy is making Houla’s life
very difficult.  After the Chabla’s last request in 719, the
Soylana Assembly demanded a vote behind closed doors.
During the vote, a proposal to obey the Chabla’s request
for troops was defeated 21 to 14.  After that vote was
taken, the Reblena of Jenkald, Luisan of Kelic, the leader
of the Kaldorian Patriot faction, made a counter-motion
to split the Kaldor Branch from the Melderyn Branch.
That motion was defeated by a margin of one vote, 18 to
17.  Only Houla, the Reblenas of Yaltako and Vadan and
seven Soylana voted to remain unified, while the Reblenas
of Jenkald and Nebulan and thirteen Soylana voted to
break away from the Melderyn Branch.  It was only
Houla’s seven votes that prevented a major political ca-
tastrophe.  The compromise of sending volunteers has
worked so far, but the Chabla and the Soylana Assembly
are impatient.  Except for members of the Assembly, no
one knows what was discussed that day, not even the
Serekela.

Houla has sent trusted Melana, posing as Erana, to
Melderyn to report on what is happening with the Order.
The reports are not good.  The Melana report that some
knights are carrying out the crusade with the excessive
zeal reminiscent of the parable of Saint Fardir in his final
battle with the Agrikans.  Of even more concern is the
opposition to the crusade by powerful and respected Su-
lana like the Earl of Gythrun and other Melderyni nobles.
The church, in particular the Order of the Spear of Shat-
tered Sorrow, is unhappy and several Rekelas have openly
spoke against the Order.  The Laranian Primate, Kerthede
of Talvail, is disturbed by the crusade but despite the arri-
val of a legate from the Pontiff has taken no firm stand or
action. [Thay 8]

After sending the Melana, Houla also sent several of
his personal Erken, posing as traders, to the Solori to find
out if these are truly enemies of Larani.

The reports from the Erken are even worse. Although
the Solori are barbarians, the Erken could find no signs of
Agrikan or other evil influence.  The Solori claim to be
defending their homes and recounted tales of massacres
of helpless villages full of women, children and the elderly.
The Erken also report that the Solori are poorly armed
with few weapons that could harm a knight.  They praised
the Solori for having great courage in fighting what seems
like impossible odds.

Not all the Melana oppose the crusade for the same
reason.  The Sword Chapters of Jenkald and Nebulan
have suffered grievous losses fighting the gargun and Pa-

gaelin.  The Reblena of Jenkald leads the Kaldorian Pa-
triot faction.  They believe that the Order’s priority should
be Kaldor.  If the blood of Kaldorian knights is spilt, it
should be defend their church on their lands, not on
some misguided crusade in Melderyn. The Reblena of
Nebulan leads the political opportunist faction, who sees
personal gain in being a separate Order.  The Reblena of
Nebulan believes that he will then be chosen as Chabla of
the new Order and has promised appointments to all his
supporters.  The combination of these two groups needs
only one more vote to cause a split.

The “no crusade” side is also campaigning for permis-
sion to build two new keeps at Naniom Bridge and Osel-
bridge.  They would like to see the Kaldor branch of the
Order with its own keeps, not just forts.  The patriots want
this because it will secure the boundaries of the Kingdom
and make it safer for their children.  The opportunists
crave them because they believe that new keeps would be
the final act to prove that the Kaldor Branch is equal to
the Melderyn equivalent.  This would then justify the final
break with the Cundras leadership. Both groups have
been lobbying for crenellation permits.  Private meetings
with the Serekela and several wealthy nobles, including
the Earl of Balim, have shown strong political and finan-
cial support for the two projects.

The alliance to obey the orders and joint the crusade is
just as fractured.  A minority, led by the Reblena of Yal-
tako believes in obedience at any cost and will follow the
Chabla to the gates of Balgashang without chance of re-
pentance.  The larger faction, led by Houla and supported
by the Reblena of Vadan, believes that the crusade is un-
just and possibly heretical but they are still loyal to the
Chabla. They have grave reservations however and want
to keep their options open.  The two groups have a razor
thin majority, but a few Soylana are wavering.

In the spring of 720, Houla faces a dilemma.  There
are more requests, a demand for three squadrons of
Melana (plus squires) and three companies of Meken has
arrived from the Chabla. It would take such a force over
three months to get organized and travel to Cundras, and
they have been ordered to arrive no later than the begin-
ning of the month of Larane 720.  Houla’s Chabla and
fellow Melana fight a war and demand that he send the
proper help as a sub-commander.  As a Laranian and
Melana his oath and duty require he give aid.  Conversely,
the cause is unjust and there is open dissention within the
Soylana Assembly and the Larani Church.  The next As-
sembly of the Soylana is during the month of Nuzyael
720.  It is no longer a case of avoiding getting involved,
the Kaldor Branch of the Order must chose, obey or
break away.
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THE KALDOR SUCCESSION

While the Soylana debate the merits of supporting the
Solori crusade almost 200 leagues away, a more deadly
conflict is brewing in Kaldor, the war for succession.  King
Miginath is an ill man.  Within a few years or even months
he could pass away without any designated heir.

There are over a dozen people with a claim to the
throne.  The Order is in an awkward position.  After the
King’s army, the Order is the largest professional force in
the kingdom.  The Sword Chapters of Whyce and Vadan
and the Shield Chapters of Caleme and Cholas have 39
Melana (plus squires) and 80 Meken between them.  All
located within a day’s march of Tashal.  Whatever hap-
pens with the succession, it will involve the Order.

The Serekela of Kaldor and Rekela of Cholas are
known supporters of Earl of Balim, a possible claimant for
the throne or Kingmaker.  The Reblena of Whyce, al-
though politely, is also a public opponent of Maldan of
Harabor (the bastard son of the King and Sheriff of Me-
selyne) one of the leading claimants to the throne.  The
Reblena of Vadan, Mulron of Charyn, is Houla’s closest
confidant and likely to support any claimant Houla does.
The other Sword Chapters are located far from Tashal but
could be more quickly mobilized than any levy.  The addi-
tion of the Melanas and Mekens from the manors could
make the difference between a claim to the throne and
actually being crowned.

The loyalties of the Yaltako, Jenkald and Nebulan
Reblena are unknown.  The Reblena of Yaltako is likely to
follow Houla, though privately he favors Cheselyne (the
younger) as Queen.  The Reblena of Jenkald is believed
to support the Earl of Balim, but most people believe he
would switch to any candidate who he believed to be a
patriot; one who would support a separation from
Melderyn and who would permit the Order to build a keep
at Naniom Bridge.

The Reblena of Nebulan is an honorable man and a
loyal Laranian, but he is also a shrewd politician and will
support whoever benefits him the most, although he will
most certainly oppose whichever candidate Houla backs
out of petty spite.  Unbeknownst to Houla, Mulron of Cha-
ryn has been approached by agents of Cheselyne (the
senior) with requests for a parlay but he has so far re-
fused.

The Manor and Shield Chapters are a toss up.  The
Shield Chapters will almost certainly stay loyal to their Re-
kela or Serekela.  The Manor Chapters will most likely
break along Clan lines of the individual Soylana, if blood
holds true.  The Erana and lay brothers will definitely form
a large part of each faction’s army, but will follow their
own heart.  The Meken are not a factor, as they will go
where their Melana tells them.

The Soylana decision on the Solori Crusade could well
decide the outcome of the succession crisis.  The pres-
ence or absence of 60% the most combat ready members
of the Order could be crucial in the event of a civil war.
Especially since Houla has decided that if he has to send
troops, he will send Jenkald, Yaltako and Nebulan Sword
Chapters, eliminating most of his internal opposition in
one fell swoop.  If they refuse, he will be able to strip them
of their positions, accomplishing the same thing. Al-
though this must be done swiftly, Houla is confident of a
victorious outcome.

A secondary danger of a civil war that weighs heavy on
Houla’s mind is the frontier.  The barbarians and gargun
that surround the kingdom are kept in check by the com-
bine vigilance of the nobles, the Order and the Royal ar-
mies.  Any sign weakness, or the prolonged absence of
troops fighting in a civil war, could spark a wave of raids
into the Kaldor heartland.  For this Houla, in spite his loy-
alty to the Dariunes, may also consider a candidate who
can promise a quick seizure of power. Although unlikely,
his greatest fear is an alliance between the bastard son
Maldan and the Earl of Balim. This would put him in an
awkward position both morally and politically.
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CHAPTER HOUSES

In Kaldor, the Order holds twenty-five manors from the
Order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow.  The five Sword
Chapters are large manor complexes similar to forts, with
stout stone walls and large barracks for Melana and Me-
ken.  The five Shield Chapters (and the Temple in Tashal)
have only simple accommodations for the Order mem-
bers.  The accommodations are of stone construction
with minimal fortification, usually just an entrance on the
second floor, no openings on the ground floor and shut-
tered windows.  There are two types of Manor Chapters,
hostel and farming, and both look very similar to a secular
manor with just a few extra buildings.  The hostels are on
the main roads and have more accommodation to sup-
port travelling members of the Order.  The farming
Chapters are focused on agriculture and generate money
to support the other Chapters.

DAILY ROUTINE

The daily routine is the same in the Manor, Shield and
Sword Chapters.  At first light, the night sentries wake the
Melana and Meken.  The members go to the chapel for
morning prayers with the Chaplain, lasting about one turn
of the glass (approximately an hour).  After prayers, the
members break their fast.  The food is good by Harnic
standards, with meat three times per week.  After breaking
the fast, patrols will depart and the daily routine of drilling,
weapons training, cleaning and maintenance the Chapter
will proceed under the direction of the Reblena and Lead
Sergeants.  At mid-day, the members in the Chapter
House will go to the Chapel for the short prayer, just half
a turn of the glass.  If the men have been performing hard
labor, they will sometimes receive a piece of bread or
small bowl of pottage before they return to work.  Patrols
return about 5pm and the members are called to the eve-
ning prayer at 6pm.  Dinner is served after prayer, as
fasting is considered good for the soul.   During dinner,
the Melana listen to a passage from one of the three Holy
Books.  After dinner, if they are finished their work, the
men have a few free hours until cover-fire (curfew) at last
light.  Units on patrol will try and follow the same sched-
ule of prayer, led by the senior member (usually a
Melana). The life at the chapter house is sometimes hard.

DISCIPLINE

Discipline in the Chapters is quite strict.  The Rule lays
out every part of the member’s life and is very clear on
acceptable behavior for Melana and Meken, and immoral
or undisciplined behavior is met with rapid and stiff pun-
ishment.  The members are expected to be in uniform at
all times unless given special dispensation by the Reblena.

No one is permitted to leave the Chapter without the
permission of their Reblena (for Melana) or their Lead
Sergeant (for Meken).  Even then, they must check out
and back in with the Officer of the Watch at the gate-
house.  Except for Erana and Erken, Melana and Meken
will always be sent out of groups of at least two.  Members
are to follow the Rule away from the Chapter and provide
a good example to the people.  This has led to some fric-
tion with the Order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow since
some Melana see the clerics as weak willed, secular and
lacking discipline and order.  The clerics see the members
as uptight and excessively rule bound.  Over the past
twenty years this has led to the Order of the Lady of Pala-
dins acting with more and more autonomy as the moral
authority of the Church has been eroded.  The lack of ac-
tion over the Solori crusade by the Primate and the ac-
tions of the previous Serekela has fueled this argument
among the Patriot faction.  Fortunately, the current Sere-
kela is well liked and very active in restoring discipline
within the Church, so talk of autonomy from the Order of
the Spear of Shattered Sorrow has died down…for now.

SWORD CHAPTERS

The organization of the Order of the Lady of Paladins
closely parallels that of the Order of the Spear of Shat-
tered Sorrow, its sponsoring order.  The Church in Kaldor
is divided into four dioceses for the Rekela and estates for
the Serekela.  The Order has a similar structure.  Matched
with the Serekela is the Whyce chapter house.  It is the
senior house and home of the regional commander,
Houla of Artona.  It also houses the training academy for
Melana and Meken.  In each of the four dioceses, the Or-
der has a Sword Chapter (a large fort-like manor).

The five Sword Chapters are matched to the five
routes into the kingdom.  Yaltako guards Noron’s Way
and is just three leagues from Tonot.  Jenkald sits astride
the main road leading to the Silver Way, one league from
Getha.  Nebulan is midway between Qualdris and Kobing
on the Genin Trail.  Vadan is responsible for the Salt
Route, but is located 7 ½ leagues from Tashal in a lush
river valley where most of the Order’s warhorses are bred.
Each summer, the Chapter moves to a temporary camp
at Swune (one of the Serekela’s manors) to assist the
Chelmarch Army.  Whyce is the main chapter house and
responsible for training.  They also have a secondary re-
sponsibility to assist the Sheriff of Meselyne patrol the Fur
Road.   For the last few years, the Sheriff, Maldan of
Harabor has made it quite clear that he needs no assis-
tance.  There is a distinct chill on his relationship with
Houla of Artona and the two rarely speak.  Maldan has
voiced his displeasure to the King several times about
Melanas from Whyce traveling to manors in Meselynshire
without his leave.
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The Sheriff has also taken exception to the low atten-
dance of senior knights of the Order at the Royal Tour-
nament of Chivalry during the second tenday of Larane.
The timing of the tournament conflicts with the tenday of
ceremonies to knight graduating Baulana and select new
Ainlana.  Due to the importance of these ceremonies, all
Soylana try to attend.  Thus, only Baulana, Remlana and
Turlana are free to attend the Royal Tournament (al-
though this totals over one hundred knights).  This is not
a new issue since the Order was knighting Baulana on the
Feast of Saint Ambrathas seventy-five years before Queen
Chelebin III championed the Royal Tournament.  The
Queen, King Torastra and now King Miginath have all
provided special royal dispensations to the Soylana of the
Order to attend the ceremonies at Whyce instead of those
held at the Royal Tournament.  Maldan considers it a per-
sonal snubs and has privately declared that when he is
crowned King, the Soylana will bend their proud necks
and obey the summons to the tournament.

SWORD CHAPTER LOCATIONS (5)

WHYCE – This Sword Chapter is the Senior House to
the Kaldor Branch of the Order.  It is one of the most for-
tified manors in Harn, equal to the fort of Taztos and
some of those on the Kanday – Thardia border.  It is de-
scribed separately in the Whyce Manor article.

YALTAKO – The northernmost Sword Chapter, Yal-
tako guards Noron’s Way, but all has been quiet since
718 when the Order wiped out a large group of renegade
Ivinian raiders who had been preying on travelers.  The
Reblena is a loyal supporter of the Chabla and is secretly
appalled at the events surrounding his fellow knights’ fail-
ure to support the Solori Crusade.  He is contemplating
bypassing Whyce and going straight to the Chabla with
his concerns about a lack of loyalty and the danger of a
split in the Order.

JENKALD – The easternmost Sword Chapter is very
active.  The Order regularly patrols the Silver Way in
search of gargun and brigands.  In 704, with the help of
the Yaltako and Vadan Swords, the Order destroyed a
large gargun swarm in a glorious battle.  Afterwards, the
Earl of Balim, Scina, made several large donations to the
Order in support of their efforts to keep the trade route
between Kiban and Azadmere open.  The Reblena, Sir
Luisan of Kelic, does not want anything to do with the
Solori Crusade and also leads the Patriot faction that
wants to split the Order from the Paternal Branch in
Melderyn.  Earl Troda, like his father, has given political
and financial support in return for continued protection of
his lucrative trade with the Khuzdul. The illustration below
depicts the lustrous chapel at Jenkald.
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VADAN – Located in a lush river valley, Vadan is
blessed with wide, green pastures and a mild climate.
This excellent location has been chosen as the center for
the Order’s horse breeding program.  The increasing
weight of the armor that the knight’s wear has forced the
Order to start a dedicated breeding program to produce
larger, stronger horses.  A special team of Ostlers takes
after a large herd of the finest quality mares.  Only the
Order’s largest and most powerful stallions are permitted
to breed with them. Since this manor is also home to a
Sword Chapter, it is fortunate that they spend much of
the year in Swune helping the Chelmarch Army, as the
Melana’s stallions are impossible to control when the herd
is in heat.  The Reblena, Mulron of Charyn, has been a
loyal supporter of the Senior Reblena Houla since they
squired together.

NEBULAN – An ongoing campaign against the Pa-
gaelin makes this the most active Sword Chapter in the
Kaldor branch of the Order.  Sir Remiu, the Reblena, is a
skilled and loyal Laranian, but he is also extremely ambi-
tious and was passed over when Houla of Artona was
made Senior Reblena.  Sir Remiu has allied himself with
Sir Luisan of Jenkald to split the Order from Melderyn,
although he actually supports any program to destroy
barbarians.  He backs Luisan in hopes that when the Or-
der splits he will be the one chosen as Chabla.  He and
Baron Firith of Kobing work closely together and he
agrees that a keep needs to be built at Oselbridge.  Unbe-
knownst to the Baron, he believes the only Order has the
ability to do it right.

SWORD CHAPTER TOTALS:

Frontier
Knights: Soylana (1, Reblena), Turlana (1, Deputy), Rem-
lana (10), Atalana / Ataken (12)
Men-at-arms: Turken (4, sergeants), Remken (20)
Reinforced Squadron (12), heavy horse, knights
[4 x 12 = 48 HH]
Reinforced Squadron (12), light horse, squires
[4 x 12 = 48 LH]
Reinforced Company (24) of medium foot
[4 x 24 = 96 MF]
Training Academy
Knights: Soylana (1, Reblena), Turlana (1, Deputy), Tur-
lana (10), Atalana / Ataken (12)
Men-at-arms: Turken (4, sergeants), Turken (20)
Reinforced Squadron (12), heavy horse, knights
[1 x 12 = 12 HH]

Reinforced Squadron (12), light horse, squires
[1 x 12 = 12 LH]
Reinforced Company (24) of medium foot
[1 x 24 = 24 MF]
Ainlana (5-7)
Ainken (10-14)

SHIELD CHAPTERS

The Shield Chapters are dedicated to protecting the
lives of the four Rekela, the Serekela and main Larani
temple in Tashal.  These “Lifeguard” Chapters are the
closest modern equivalent to the original Laranian Tem-
ple Warriors created by the second pontiff, Saint Janasyn.
The Shield Chapter House is a strongly constructed stone
building much like a manor house.  It often acts as a
place of refuge in the event of an attack, but is also the
quarters for the members of the Order and a hostel for
visitors.  The first responsibility of the Chapter is for the
life of the senior priest  (Rekela or Serekela).  At least one
Melana will guard him at all times.  The second responsi-
bility for the Chapter is the security of the temple and
three Meken will be on guard or patrol at all hours of the
day.

Normally, the Shield Chapter for a Rekela is a half-
squadron of Melana and a half-company of Meken.  Not
all clerics agree with this need for protection.  The Rekela
of Abriel has been particularly unwilling to tolerate the
Shield Chapter.  He has dismissed the Meken and toler-
ates the Melana only on the direct orders of the Serekela.
Due to the absence of the Meken and Rekela Ilor’s un-
willingness to accept a bodyguard, the Melana have been
reduced to providing general protection to the abbey.
The Meken from Abriel have been transferred to the Sere-
kela’s manor at Swune.  Their presence is welcome, as
Swune is very vulnerable to Kath attacks due to its loca-
tion on the south side of the Kald River.

The Serekela has a squadron of Melana and a com-
pany of Meken dedicated to his protection.  These troops
are split between the Temple in Caleme and the Temple
in Tashal.  One Melana from Tashal has been sent to
Abriel to assist with the guard duties.  The Tashal Temple
Guard is responsible for the building and rarely leaves it.
The Lifeguards are responsible for the person (Rekela or
Serekela) and always travel with them.

Melana and Meken are rotated between Shield and
Sword Chapters to keep them in fighting trim and to build
up their experience.  While at the Shield Chapters, the
Reblena ensure that all Melana and Meken spend at least
two days a week on weapons practice.
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SHIELD CHAPTER LOCATIONS (5)

CALEME – The Shield Chapter of the Serekela is
made up of the most fanatically loyal members of the Or-
der. Since the murder of his corrupt predecessor, Kalabin
Elendsa, a Melana and a Meken always accompany the
Serekela.  Unlike Kalabin, who was despised by his
guardians for his corruption and decadent ways, Edine
Kynn inspires loyalty with his dedication to Larani, tireless
efforts to restore discipline and his respect for the Order
of the Lady of Paladins.  Members of the Serekela’s Life-
guard travel widely and work long hours, but the positions
are much sought after.

TASHAL – The Shield Chapter for the Temple is pro-
vided by the Serekela’s guards.  Located in the heart of
Tashal, there is little threat except for the occasional bur-
glar.  Members often have free time to sample the pleas-
ures of the city.  The Melana often join the Royal High
Guard for hunting and falconry and much information has
been gathered at such events.

ABRIEL – Traditionally, Abriel was considered a desir-
able posting, as favorable reports from the Rekela could
propel a man to greatness within the Order.  Since the
arrival of Ilor of Hadan, things have become difficult and
now no one desires the positions.  The Rekela dismissed
his Meken guard and the Reblena had to call an additional
Melana from Tashal to ensure the basic protection of the
abbey.

BRYND – The Rekela of Brynd was once a Chaplain
serving the Order and is much beloved.  He fought long
and hard to protect “his” men during the era of Serekela
Kalabin Elendsa.  The Order has not forgotten, and his
Shield Chapter is drawn from among his close friends,
both Melana and Meken.  The mood is black among his
“Companions” and they expected to be his pallbearers
within the year.  The Rekela once commented his only re-
gret was not travelling to Tengela, the seat of the Pontiff,
and there is quiet discussion of a quest to honor his
memory and to bury his bones there.

CHOLAS – The Rekela of Cholas is the cousin of the
Earl of Balim, known for his scheming mind and strong
support to the Order.  Unfortunately, he has also been the
subject of three assassination attempts in the last two
years.  The Shield Chapter’s efforts to find out who was
behind these attacks have so far proven fruitless.  His
guard has been doubled and the Reblena has asked
Houla for assistance in finding the culprits.

LEDYNE – The abbey of Ledyne is quite busy.  The
new Rekela has started an ambitious building program in
addition to a series of visits to every manor in his diocese.
The Shield Chapter has traveled extensively all over the
southern part of the kingdom. The Reblena has been
gathering some interesting information for Whyce.  The
Rekela is very worried about the disappearance of one of
his loyal parishioners, the Earl of Osel, especially since the
Earl’s wife has written to him several times asking his as-
sistance in locating her husband.

SHIELD CHAPTERS TOTALS:

Bishop’s Lifeguards
Knights: Turlana (1, Reblena), Remlana (4), Atalana /
Ataken (5)
Men-at-arms: Remken (10)
Half-squadron (5), heavy horse, knights
[4 x 5 = 20 HH]
Half-squadron (5), light horse, squires
[4 x 5 = 20 LH]
Half-company (10), light foot
[4 x 10 = 40 LF]

Archbishop’s Lifeguard
Knights: Turlana (1, Reblena), Remlana (9), Atalana /
Ataken (10)
Men-at-arms: Turken (20)
Squadron (10), heavy horse, knights
[1 x 10 = 10 HH]
Squadron (10), light horse, squires
[1 x 10 = 10 LH]
Company (20), light foot
[1 x 20 = 20 LF]
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MANOR CHAPTERS

The largest group of Chapter Houses is the Manor
Chapters.  They are the guardians of the body of Larani.
The manors fill four functions: guarding the church’s
lands from barbarians and brigands, generating revenue
to support the Sword and Shield Chapters, acting as
training bases for new Baulana/Bauken and providing ac-
commodation for traveling members of the Order.

Manor Chapters do not look a lot different from nor-
mal manors.  The only significant difference is in the lay-
out of the manor house.  Manor Chapters have a Chapter
House for the Melana, a Larani chapel and barracks for
the Meken.  The remaining buildings: kitchen, stables,
barn and granary, are all exactly the same as a normal
secular manor.

Manor Chapters do tend to be larger than necessary
for the normal garrison.  This is because they are ex-
pected to act as hostels and provide accommodation for
traveling members of the Order.  The hostel Manor
Chapters must be large enough to host the entourages of
traveling Rekela, Serekela, Reblena and Sulana.  Since the
locations on the main roads and routes between abbeys
receive the most use, they are generally the largest Manor
Chapters.  The smaller Chapters support the larger ones
located on the main roads.  They send food and servants
to help out when large groups are passing through.

The Reblena of a Manor Chapter is always a Soylana.
These positions are seen as a semi-retirement but also
very prestigious and powerful.  The Soylana travel to
Whyce two to three times a year for the Soylana Assem-
bly, the main deliberative body of the Order.  They chose
the Reblenas of the Sword Chapters who form the High
Council and High Council of the Order.  Because of this
power, the Manor Chapter Reblena wield great influence
both inside and outside the Order.

Manor Chapters also have a high number of Venilana
and Veniken.  Veterans of the Order are free to return to
their families to live out their final days, but few do.  Most
prefer the company of their brothers in arms.  These re-
tired veterans are often still quite useful and are a frequent
sight around the manor.  Although officially retired from
fighting, they provide a valuable service filling non-
combatant roles such as clerk, bailiff and chamberlain.
And while they are no longer able to march for miles or
wear heavy armor, more than one brigand has regretted
attacking a manor when he found these elderly, but still
highly skilled and deadly, veterans manning the walls.

Some manors tend to be more popular for retirement
than others.  The manors of the Serekela near Tashal in
the long settled and quiet heartland of Kaldor has the
largest concentrations of veterans.  In their final years,
many move to Caleme, which has an excellent hospital
and is familiar with the needs of the elderly.  As a result,
the graveyard in Caleme has an exceptionally large sec-
tion devoted to the Order of the Lady of Paladins.  It is
decorated with a beautiful statue of Larani cradling Saint
Ambrathas as they look upon Dolithor.  It has become a
tradition among the members of the Order to visit the
statue and pray for their departed brothers whenever they
visit Caleme.

MANOR CHAPTER LOCATIONS (20)

KELEN – This large farming manor on the Lynnfana
frontier is known as one of the most active.  The gargun
and barbarians are never far away.  If they survive, the
young Baulana who are sent here receives a lot of combat
experience.

SWUNE – This manor is a popular hostel with mem-
bers with business in Tashal as it lies only one league
away across the Kald River Bridge.  Appearances as a
quiet hostel can be deceiving, because the Kath have
been known to raid as far as Swune occasionally.  The
manor is currently reinforced by an additional half-
company from Abriel.  The Meken consider themselves
lucky, life fighting the Kath is preferable to living under
Rekela Ilor.   Each summer the Sword Chapter from
Vadan camps here while it supports the Chelmarch Army.

WENDEL – The farming manor owes service to
Swune and helps support the Temple in Tashal with food.
The manor is known for its excellent fish.

COLOVOS – Off of the main road, this small farming
manor sees little traffic.  There is talk of send some men
to Iverson to help track down the brigands.

IVERSON – This roomy hostel manor is hard beset.  A
notorious brigand, Telin the Red, has killed two Melana
and several Meken.  The Reblena, Sir Kjer, is waiting for
replacements and has privately asked for reinforcements
to hunt down this notorious killer.

HALPERIN – The Reblena of this pleasant hostel
manor, Sir G’ner, is good friends with his neighbor the
Constable of Baseta, Sir Eres.  The two often hunt to-
gether.  The Senior Reblena has been trying, so far with-
out success, to get Sir G’ner to use his friendship to
“make inquiries” about the Earl of Minarsas’ plans in the
event of King Miginath’s death.
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GLASEN – This large farming manor is located in the
heart of Balimshire, far from its borders.  The extensive
woods surrounding the manor make for an excellent
hunting ground, but few bother to come.  The members
who are sent here have very little to do, so the Reblena
will often send them off on tasks for the Rekela.

ALDRYN – Near Gardiren, Aldryn was originally
planned as a Sword Chapter.  A large compound was
built before it was decided to move the Sword Chapter to
Jenkald.  Now it is used as a hostel for those travelling the
road to Naniom Bridge.  There is plenty of room to bring
wagons and horses inside the manor at night, which most
do because of the rumors of a troll who preys on travel-
ers.

CHALCE – This small farming community houses a
Royal Tollhouse and little else.  The manor has only a
wood-palisade, but most visitors stay in Aldryn.  The
combined forces of Chalce and Aldryn patrol as far as the
Naniom Bridge.

MYSHTAS – A league from the Selene River, this
small farming manor has a comfortable manor house and
prosperous lands. The Reblena and his men will often be
found hunting gargun in the forests east and south of the
manor.

HAKSTYN – This farming manor is off the main road,
but is heavily tasked to support the Sword Chapter at
Jenkald and the large number of visitors that use it as a
hostel.

TENDBER – Located a league of the main road in the
heart of a well-settled area, this farming manor sees little
action.  Like the members from Glasen, these Melana and
Meken are often away on missions for the Order or at-
tending tournaments.

KIBYN – Many merchants load their goods onto river
barges in Tonot to sail them down to Tashal.  River pi-
rates have begun preying on the merchants using small
dugout canoes.  The Reblena of the farming manor of
Kibyn has been hunting the pirates and laying ambushes
aboard the barges.  The threat of drowning makes armor
out of the question, so the Melana and Meken who are
fighting the pirates soon learn “you’re quick or you’re
dead”.

USTAR – A farming manor located on the Nephen
River, the Reblena has been getting reports of sightings of
lights in the marshes.  He is considering sending a few
loyal men to look into these unexplained occurrences.

FFAN – Things have been quiet in Ffan for as long as
anyone can remember.  The members are bored and
have asked the Reblena to let them travel to Melderyn to
join the Solori Crusade rather than watch the fields be
planted again, and again, and again…

TOWEY – This little farming manor is not quite as
boring as Ffan.  Boatmen from Kiban bring interesting
news of the Khuzdul of Azadmere and the common room
at the Inn is always full.  The Melana frequently travel
across to Esenor Keep to socialize.  The Reblena doesn’t
know that one of his knights was caught in a compro-
mising position with his squire and is now an informant
for the ever-intriguing Baron Tesla.

YONNE – A decent little farming manor, the peasants
are near revolt due to the tremendous burden of helping
to support Nebulan.  Only fear of the Sword Chapter has
kept things under control.

FORENA – Off the main road and stuck in the middle
of a treeless prairie, Forena has little to offer except farm-
ing.  Few travel there and the members of the Order are
often away at tournaments of missions for the Reblena.

HEVERAL – The Melana of this farming manor have
grave concerns about the security of Hutop.  Since the
death of the Sheriff, patrols have been lax and villagers
have seen Pagaelin tribesmen scouting the borders.  The
Order patrols its manor vigorously, but the local knights
have refused to follow their lead.  A major raid is expected
any day.

WYLAIN – Located on the main road from the Genin
Trail to Tashal, Wylain is a very busy hostel.  The high lev-
els of traffic have also brought highwaymen.  Several
merchants travelling without guards were attacked from
the forests that border the road south of Wylain.  The
Reblena has sent word to Towey and Ffan for assistance
since the Reblena of those two manors have been looking
for something to occupy their knight’s idle time.

MANOR CHAPTER TOTALS

Manor Guard (20 manor houses)
Knights: Soylana (1, Reblena), Turlana (1), Baulana (1),
Atalana / Ataken (3)
Men-at-arms: Turken (3), Bauken (3)
One third-squadron (3), heavy horse, knights
[20 x 3 = 60 HH]
One third-squadron (3), light horse, squires
[20 x 3 = 60 LH]
One file (6), light foot (6)
[20 x 6 = 120 LF]
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RANK AND STATUS

MELANA (Knight)

Even though the Kaldor Branch of Order of the Lady
of Paladins is large and wealthy, even they are unable to
support a full Chapter (10 knights and 20 men-at-arms)
on every manor.  However, with strong financial support
from the Order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow and
numerous wealth patrons, they are able to support 150
Melana and 300 Meken (equivalent to 6 Melana and 12
Meken per manor).  These figures do not include the
squires, lay brothers (secular knights and honored pa-
trons), wandering knights or retired brothers.

ATALANA (Noble Squire)

Squires are noble youths who are sponsored by
Melana of the Order, frequently clan members or family
friends, for a four-year apprenticeship.  During this four-
year period (16 – 19 years old), their master teaches them
the basics of being a knight and evaluates whether they
have the skill, desire and discipline necessary to become a
successful member of the Order.  Those that are not well
suited are “encouraged” to find other challenges in life.

To replace retiring members and casualties, the Order
requires about 10 Squires per year.  Since they serve for
four years, there are only 40 Atalana in the Order.  They
are normally attached to Soylana and Turlana of the
Manor Chapters.   While learning to become a knight, a
squire fills an important role as body servant and assistant
to his Melana.  He tends to his master’s horse, cleans and
maintains his weapons, aids him in don his armor and
carries his additional lances and pennant.  Since there are
150 Melana, but only 40 Atalana, a special type of Meken
was created to serve the remaining Melana, the Ataken
(q.v.).  Because of their breeding, youth and inexperience,
the Atalana remain in the rear during combat, acting as
banner carriers and couriers.

AINLANA (Postulant)

At age 20, the Melana decide whether the young
squires (Atalana) are suited to life in the Order.  Not all are
and about a third leave, with the Order’s best wishes, to
seek their fortune in the secular world. Other squires who
have received their training from secular knights are
drawn to the service of Larani.  Squires from within and
outside the Order travel to the annual Ainlana tourna-
ment, held each summer in Whyce.  During this tenday
long tournament, between ten and fifteen postulants
(Ainlana) are selected to attempt the year-long initiation.
The number varies from year to year.

The following year is spent in a series of eight trials to
determine if the Ainlana has the ability to become a
member of the Order.  The number of trials is highly sig-
nificant.  Eight is the number of Agrik, the arch-enemy of
Larani, and it is also the number of challenges faced by
Saint Ambrathas as he defended Larani.  Before each
trial, in a symbolic rejection of Agrik, the Ainlana affirms
his faith with night of prayers.  He rededicates himself to
Larani and prays that he is worthy to enter her service.

The year is extremely difficult, both physically and
mentally.  The first three and a half months are spent in
hard preparation training.  Two to three postulants usually
fail during this period.  During the winter, the trials begin.

Each month the candidates train for and complete a
new trial: Ilvin – unarmed combat, Navek – dagger, Mor-
gat – mace, Nuzyael – shield, Peonu – sword, Kelen –
warhorse, and Nolus – lance.  Another two to three pos-
tulants fail during these first seven trials.  During Larane
the postulants undergo the final trial, known as Tirannon.

Once an Ainlana has satisfied the Reblena of Whyce
that he is worthy, he is taken to the main hall.  In the hall,
he is stripped of the training arms and armor he has used
over the last year.  He is then presented with a new hau-
berk, helm, kite shield and sword.  From the hall, he is
taken to the High Chapel.  During the day and night be-
fore the Feast of Saint Ambrathas (the most holy feast in
the Larane calendar), he lays his arms and armor on the
altar and keeps a twenty-four hour vigil over them.  The
Ainlana prays to Larani to bless him and his gear and
meditates on the virtues of a perfect knight.  On the
morning of 17th Larane, the Ainlana is called to stand at
the center of the temple.  Surrounded by the assembled
Soylanas, he is tested on his knowledge of Larani ritual,
the Sainted Knights of Tirith and his own character.  Oc-
casionally, an Ainlana with fail the Tirannon, but that is
rare event.  Upon completion of this final grueling trial,
the Reblena of Whyce calls upon the Ainlana to place his
right hand on the reliquary of Saint Asodan, Knight of
Tirith, and swear eternal allegiance to Larani and loyalty to
the Order and Kaldor’s current king.  He then receives the
quarter-red diamond shaped badge of the Baulana and
bows before the Reblena.  The Reblena knights him with a
tap of the sword on each shoulder.  Then he stands, faces
the assembled Soylana and is proclaimed Baulana.  A
huge feast and a tenday of tournaments, including the
selection of the next year’s Ainlana follows.

BAULANA (Rookie)

Upon graduation, the Baulana are the equivalent of
knight journeymen.  The young men (and women) spend
the next four to five years paired with a Turlana on a
Manor Chapter.
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This period, known as the Seasoning, allows the
young Baulana the opportunity to do some limited fight-
ing (against brigands and barbarian raiders) and perfect
their fighting skills.  Baulana will often travel great dis-
tances to participate in tournaments but their Turlana
rarely let them stray out of sight.

After the Seasoning, Baulanas face the Affirmation.
Before the Feast of Saint Ambrathas, while new Ainlana
pray over their weapons, each Baulana fights a duel with
sword and shield against a Master of the Order.  The duel
is only to first touch, but it is deadly serious.  It is de-
signed to prove the candidate has skills necessary to take
on their responsibilities as a Paladin of Larani.  Every ten
year or so, a Baulana is killed, but only once in the history
of the Order has a Master died.

The young Baulana was Sir Aerea of Nynte, who went
on to command the Order and die a glorious death at the
Battle of Chelna Gap.

After the duel is finished, the Baulana are taken to the
Chapel for the second and final ceremony.  In the pres-
ence of the reliquary of Saint Asodan, their surcoat is re-
moved and replaced with one bearing the half-red dia-
mond of a Remlana.  He is now a full brother of the Order
of the Lady of Paladins.

REMLANA (Expert)

After passing the ceremony, the Remlana’s name is
then entered in the Great Book of Records in the Whyce
Chapter House Temple.  From that time on, he is a
brother for life (unless excommunicated).  He is entitled to
have his coat of arms hung in his Chapter House Chapel,
to be heard by the Soylana Assembly, to appeal any issue
to the Chabla and to live free of charge at any Chapter
House.  As a Remlana, a knight is also free to leave his
Chapter to become an Erana (wandering knight).  Many
Remlana undertake a quest after passing the Affirmation.

After becoming a brother, Remlana are sent to Shield
or Sword Chapters.  Combat comes to the Shield Chap-
ters in the form of attacks on the Temple or cleric they
are guarding.  They travel with the Rekela and Serekela
and protect the Temples.  The Sword Chapters seek out
combat.  Stationed at the edges of Kaldor, they patrol
constantly, guarding the frontiers against the barbarians
(Taelda, Kald and Pagaelin) and the gargun.  Most knights
remain as Remlana for 12 – 14 years.

Regord Nimos, a Remlana in Aldryn…

TURLANA (Veteran)

Remlana with more than twelve years experience are
known as Turlana.  Although older, their extensive experi-
ence makes them the match of any knight in the king-
dom.

At this point, the finest Turlana are sent to Whyce as
the instructors for the Ainlana during their year-long trials.
Turlana with exceptional leadership ability become the
commanders of the Shield Chapters and deputy com-
manders of the Sword Chapters.  The remaining Turlanas
are assigned to the manors as mentors to newly minted
Baulanas.

SOYLANA (Master)

After seven to nine years as a Turlana, knights become
enter the most senior rank of active knights, Soylana.
The five most qualified Soylana are selected by their peers
in a secret ballot to fill the prestigious and powerful posi-
tions of Sword Chapter Reblena.  These Soylana make up
the High Council that directs the Order.  The leader of the
High Council is always the Reblena of Whyce, currently
Sir Houla of Artona.
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The remaining twenty Soylana are semi-retired as
Reblenas in charge of the Order’s manors, a largely ad-
ministrative position.   When the Soylana meet in Whyce
three times per year, it is referred to as the Soylana As-
sembly.  The council chamber where they meet is located
in the undercroft of the High Chapel of Saint Asodan.

VENILANA (Retired)

When knights reach the age of about fifty or are in-
jured and can no longer fight, they become Venilana.  The
Venilana live in the Chapter House or on the manor.  They
fill many administrative and custodial roles within the
Chapter, such as watchman, chamberlain, scribe or tutor.
In the event that the entire squadron is called away, it is
often the younger Venilana who guard the manor. A few
Venilana returns to their clan estates, if such homes exist.

ERANA (Wandering Knight)

At any point in a knight’s life after he becomes a full-
brother (Remlana), a Melana can request permission to
leave the Chapter House and become a wandering knight,
an Erana.  Erana undertake quests, pilgrimages or simply
wander in search of a chance encounter.

RILANA (Lay brother)

In addition to normal brothers, the Order has many lay
brothers (Rilana), secular knights of independent means
who serve the order “at need or desire.”  This group in-
cludes most of the knights who hold manors from the
Order of the Spear of Shattered Sorrow and other pious
Laranian knights.  The number of Rilana is more than the
number of normal brothers.  The Chapter Houses of the
order serve as social clubs and hostels for the Rilana.  The
red and white diamond on the right shoulder of their sur-
coat identifies the Rilana.

SULANA (Honored Patron)

While the Rilana are an important military resource, it
is the Sulana who are vital to the Order’s continued exis-
tence.  On average, the Order supports six Melana per
manor; this would require 7200 acres to be self-sufficient
and none of the Order’s manors is that large.  Therefore,
the Order depends on the support of the Order of the
Spear of Shattered Sorrow and wealthy benefactors to
support its activities.  In Kaldor, the most important of
these benefactors are the King, the Earls and the Barons,
most of who are Sulana.  In return for their generosity, the
Sulana are accorded great respect by the Order and
treated with every courtesy when they visit a Chapter
House.  The double red and white diamonds on the right
shoulder of their surcoat identifies the Sulana.

MARRIAGE

The Order of the Lady of Paladins is not celibate.
Melana of Remlana rank or higher may marry.  Less than
a third of Melana chose marriage as most have commit-
ted their life to Larani’s service.  Those that do marry are
permitted, at pleasure of the Reblena, to have their wives
and children live with them in the Chapter House.  More
than one Melana has had to build a house outside when
his wife caused too many problems and he was asked to
move out.  Most of the wives manage to live in peace and
work in the Chapter House as part of the household.
There are only a few female Melana.  Most of them do not
marry.  Relations between male and female Melana is offi-
cially frowned upon.

SUMMARY TABLE OF RANKS – MELANA
NOVICE

Atalana (squire), age 16 – 19

Ainlana (postulant, rookie), age 20

BROTHER

Baulana (initiate, regular), age 21 – 24

Remlana (knight, expert), age 25 – 37

Rilana (lay brother, knight, expert), any age

Erana (wandering knight, expert), any age after 24

Turlana (knight, veteran), age 38 – 45

MASTER

Soylana (knight, master), age 46 – 50

Sulana (honored patron, baron and higher), any age

Venilana (retired) age 51+
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MEKEN (Common Soldier)

Meken are soldiers of the Order of the Lady of Pala-
dins of simple birth. It is very rare for a commoner to rise
above this rank; the Chivalric Code and Tirithor are used
as examples to show the “Holy Ordering of Man’s Estate”
and keep Mekens from resenting their station. The
Mekens are also known as the commonality, that is, a
contingent of common warriors.

Meken can be low ranking officers: watchkeepers, cor-
porals and sergeants, but most high officers in Laranian
fighting orders are noble. The watchkeeper is a proven
soldier who can be trusted to be in charge of the sentry
watch (normally half a file).  He is taught the basic pass-
words and he receives additional pay in the forms of bet-
ter food and clothing.  If he proves himself to be intelli-
gent and a strong leader, he will be promoted to corporal
in charge of a file.  The corporals enforce discipline within
the file and in addition to extra benefits are taught basic
reading and writing.  They also have greater freedom after
duty.  With experience, corporals are promoted to ser-
geant.  There are normally two sergeants per company.
They will be the highest ranked Meken in the company
and normally have their own room.  The lead sergeant
stands on the right side of the company and relays the
orders from the Melana.  The color sergeant stands on
the left side of the company.  He carries the company
pennant on a poleax and anchors the left end of the line.

ORGANIZATION

Meken are normally organized into files and com-
panies.  A file consists five to six men, usually corporal,
watchkeeper and three to four regulars.  The file is the
normal unit assigned to a manor.  A company consists of
twenty men, three files and two sergeants (lead sergeant
and color sergeant).  This organization is very flexible.
Depending on the threat, Shield Chapters will have half-
company, consisting of two five-man files, one led by a
sergeant.  Sword Chapters have reinforced companies
consisting of four six-man files led by sergeants.  The
numbers of Melana and Meken in any location will vary
based on threat and casualties.  Quiet Chapters will often
send men to assist Chapters under increased threat.  After
suffering serious losses, the Order increases its recruiting
until it has made good the casualties.

RECRUITING

The recruiting of Meken is considerably different than
for Mekana.  Rather than being “called” to join the order,
Meken are selected by the Soylana from the Order’s
manors or those of their lay brothers.  The typical recruit
is the son of a yeoman and already has some basic militia
skills.  He is also a volunteer and should be strong, coor-
dinated and healthy.

AINKEN (RECRUIT)

Each spring, in the month of Nuzyael, the four files of
the Whyce Low Guard fan out across the Kaldor.  They
travel to the Chapters and drop off the newly trained Bau-
ken.  On the way back, they pick up the new Ainken (re-
cruits).  For most of the Ainken, this is the first time they
have left home.  During the trip, the Ainken are taught
basic marching and camp routine.  The four files arrive
back in Whyce at the beginning of Peonu.  The next three
months are a blur of endless drill, inspections and train-
ing.

BAUKEN (Rookie)

About two-thirds of the recruits successfully pass the
training.  At the end of Nolus, the successful Ainken are
presented a broadsword by the Reblena, making them
Bauken.  All Bauken are equipped as light foot, with quilt
armor, plate half-helm, broadsword, spear and round
shield.

After completion of their training, the first task of the
Bauken consists of the Pilgrimage.  Under the command
of a Lead and Color Sergeant, the half-company of Bau-
ken make a series of six long marches.  They march from
Whyce to Jedes and back.  Then they repeat the march,
visiting in turn, Kobing, Minarsas, Getha, Tonot and Olo-
kand.  Each march takes about two tendays.

Although the marches toughen the young men, their
actual purpose is to show them the main roads, major
castles, towns and the Order’s Chapter Houses.  Since
most of them have never left their home village, the Pil-
grimage serves to introduce them to kingdom.  After the
pilgrimage the Bauken spend the winter in Whyce before
heading to the manors where they will spend their first five
years. Since most of them have never left their home vil-
lage, the Pilgrimage serves to introduce them to the king-
dom.

After the Pilgrimage, the Bauken spend several
months learning the basics of riding and mounted com-
bat.  Those who excel at this difficult art and show both
the proper respect and a willingness to serve are selected
to become Ataken.
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Both the Bauken and Ataken spend the winter in
Whyce before heading to the manors where they will
spend their first five years.

Upon arriving at a manor, Bauken are matched with
Turken.  Their job is to assist the Melana in defending the
fief.  They do the less glamorous but entirely necessary
jobs: sentry, gate guard, toll collection, etc.  In addition,
all Meken are trained as archers.  The Order does not
regularly use archers, it is unchivalrous, but the Reblena
are pragmatic enough to agree that sometimes they are
necessary.  The archer’s job is to act as a backup unit and
shoot at any enemy archers who threaten the knights.
Most men are only trained with the short bow, but the
most talented also train on the long bow.

ATAKEN (Common Squire)

Most Ataken are recruited from a few fiercely loyal
clans of Larani worshiping freeholders on Order manors.
As commoners, they spend their entire 30-year career as
permanent squires and are never knighted (except under
extraordinary circumstances).  Recruited and trained as
Meken, about five new Ataken are selected each year for
their ability with horses and skill at arms.  After they com-
plete their training, Ataken are assigned to a Turlana.
They remain with him until the end of his career, at which
time the now seasoned Ataken is assigned to a newly
minted Baulana with whom he remains with until he re-
tires.

The Ataken are trained as mounted men-at-arms and
equipped as light horse.  In combat, they act as scouts
and screen the flanks of the Melana and Meken of the
main body.  On retirement, Ataken are allowed to retain
the title Squire.  While not viewed as gentry by the nobil-
ity, they are slightly elevated above the average freemen.
The title is not hereditary, though it may seem so as the
Ataken are drawn from the same small pool of loyal Lara-
nian commoners year after year.

REMKEN (Experienced)

After five years training on the manors, Bauken are
considered sufficiently experienced to be considered
Remken.  Once they become Remken, the men-at-arms
are transferred to the Rekela Shield Chapters (one-third)
and the frontier Sword Chapters (two-thirds).  These
troops are lead by Turken sergeants under the direction of
the Melana.  The Shield and Sword Chapters are
equipped as medium foot, with ring hauberks, plate half-
helms, broadsword, spear and round shield.

Soldiers spend most of their career as Remken, be-
tween 12 and 14 years.  During this time, men rotate
from the Shield Chapters to the Sword Chapters to
broaden their experience.

The Shield Chapters are normally quiet, but they travel
a great deal, escorted the Rekela as they travel through-
out his diocese.  The Sword Chapters see regular combat,
fighting alongside the Melana against barbarians and gar-
gun.

TURKEN (Veteran)

After many years service, the men-at-arms reach the
highest level a commoner can aspire to in the Order,
Turken.  These are hardened veterans, equal of any expe-
rienced man-at-arms in Kaldor, comparable to the Royal
Low Guard, the Chelmarch and Oselmarch Armies.
These veterans fill three roles: manor guards, Serekela
Lifeguard or Whyce Low Company.  The manor guards
continue the training of the newly minted Bauken and are
normally the men who are only of average ability.  Due to
the lower threat, they are only equipped as light foot.  The
Serekela’s Lifeguard is formed from the most fanatical
Turken followers of Larani.  The Whyce Low Company
receives the finest veterans and is a very prestigious
group, respected by even the Melana.  They train the new
Ainken and provide troops for the young Ainlana to prac-
tice fighting with.  The finest of the Low Guard are the
sergeants.  Considered demi-gods by the recruits, these
men can march all day and then fight and win a battle
without breaking a sweat (or so it seems...).

ERKEN (Chosen Man)

Many Melana leave the Order for a period to travel the
world as an Erana, wandering knight.  Most people are
unaware that there is an equivalent position among the
Meken.  The Erken is the title used for a “Chosen Man.”
Selected by the Reblena, these are fanatically loyal sol-
diers who can be trusted with delicate tasks and special
missions, often alone or in pairs.

All Erken are taught reading and writing, have good
survival and tracking skills and are able to draw maps.

They are used as scouts and messengers and special-
ize in stealth and mobility rather than open combat.  They
always work directly for the Reblena and rarely wear a
uniform.  Normally, they will wear only light armor (if any),
ride a palfrey and carry a short sword and short bow or
staff.  If questioned, they can present a letter of introduc-
tion and orders from their Reblena that explains who they
are. However, they are very good at avoiding questions.
When they travel, they pass as foresters, hunters, yeomen
or militia, allowing them to go places where a heavily
armed and armored Melana would attract too much at-
tention.
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VENIKEN (Retired)

After a long career, Meken retire as Veniken.  They can
return to their home village, but most choose to remain at
the Chapter Houses.  They receive a small cottage and
work around the chapter in whatever capacity they are
able, including gardener, ostler, kitchen helper etc.

MARRIAGE

Meken are encouraged to marry, and over eighty per-
cent do so during their first five years on the manor.  They
are considered good husbands and take their meals in the
Chapter House hall.  The wives of Meken work as servants
in the Chapter House.  They live with their husbands and
children in the barracks.

SUMMARY OF RANKS – MEKEN

Ainken (rookie), age 20

Ataken (regular), age 20 – 50

Bauken (regular), age 21 – 26

Remken (experienced), age 27 – 38

Erken (wandering soldier), any age after 26

Turken (veteran), age 39 – 50

Veniken (retired), age 51+

UNIFORMS

ARMS OF THE LADY OF PALADINS

MELANA

The standard Melana uniform is a fine white tunic or
surcoat trimmed with red around the collar, sleeves and
hem and the coat of arms (shield) of the Order’s
Achievement on the chest.  On the front of the right
shoulder is the badge of rank.  The basic badge is a
quartered diamond.  The quarters are filled with red as the
Melana rise in rank.  The Melana who hold an office
(Reblena or Chabla) and the Patrons of the Order (Sulana)
have a second diamond.  The change of badge is a sol-
emn occasion accompanied with much ceremony.

Most Melana are very proud of their status, but even
the proudest knight will occasionally wish to wear some-
thing different.  Reblena can grant a dispensation to a
Melana to wear other clothing.  This is often granted to
Erana or Melana travelling home for a clan function where
they would prefer to wear their clan coat of arms.  Given
the high level of discipline within the Order, this privilege
is rarely abused and few will question a Melana who shows
up at a Chapter House out of uniform.

The punishment for wearing the Order’s uniform if you
are not entitled to it is severe.  Normally, the Melana who
discovers an imposter will challenge him to a trial by
combat on the spot.  Few knights are foolish enough to
pretend to be a Melana as the Order is small (only 150
Melana) and they almost all know each other by sight.

MEKEN

The Meken wear a uniform similar to the Melana, a
plain gray tunic or surcoat with red trim around the collar
and the coat of arms (shield) of the Achievement on the
chest.  The only exception is the Erken who often wear
normal clothes while on special tasks.   On the front of
the left shoulder is the badge of rank.  The basic badge is
a quartered circle.  The quarters are filled with red as the
Meken rise in rank.  The Meken who hold low ranking offi-
cer positions have bars below their badge (one for watch-
keeper, two for corporal, three for sergeant).  The change
of badge is a boisterous occasion followed by much cele-
brating.
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NPC STATISTICS

MELANA                                                               ARMOR: HEAVY 2 *
Strength 14 Move 12 Riding 85

Dexterity 13 Dodge 60 Encumbrance 8

Agility 13 Initiative 91 PP 40

Endurance 14 Initiative H 134 PP (Steed) 20

WEAPON AML DML WQ B E P
Lance 110 90 11 5 9

Broadsword 105 95 12 5 7 5

Kite Shield 85 105 14 3

Mace 90 80 11 7

Dagger 75 75 11 2 3 6

RANK EXP. BONUS WQ E P AQ
Atalana Green -20 ML -1 0 0 -1

Ainlana Rookie -10 ML -1 0 0 -1

Baulana Regular 0 ML 0 0 0 0

Remlana Expert +10 ML +1 +1 +0 +1

Turlana Veteran +15 ML +2 +2 +0 +2

Soylana Master +20 ML +3 +2 +1 +3

Venilana Old -10 ML 0 0 0 0

* Except Atalana with Light 4

MEKEN                                                                     ARMOR: VARIES
Strength 13 Move 12 Riding 50

Dexterity 12 Dodge 60 Encumbrance 7

Agility 12 Initiative 72 PP 30

Endurance 13 Initiative H 115 PP (Steed) 15

WEAPON AML DML WQ B E P
Spear 100 90 11 5 8

Broadsword 85 80 12 4 6 4

Round Shield 80 95 13 3

Dagger 70 70 11 2 3 6

Short Bow 70 10

RANK EXP. BONUS WQ E P AQ
Ainken Rookie -10 -1 0 0 -1

Bauken Regular 0 0 0 0 0

Remken Expert +10 +1 +1 0 +1

Turken Veteran +15 +2 +2 0 +2

Veniken Old -10 0 0 0 0

Armor Type:

Sword Chapters – Medium 2, Shield and Manor Chapters – Light 4

Note: Armour protection val-
ues can be found in Patrick
Nilsson’s HârnMaster NPCs
for HârnMaster 2nd edition.

The MLs to the left have the
+10 specialty included.

The Lady of Paladins was
written By Kerry Mould 2001.


